
AC Pro 80% Two Stage Variable Furnace

AC PRO MAKES CHOOSING THE RIGHT 
FURNACE THE SIMPLEST CHOICE OF ALL
A furnace can do more than make you feel comfortable. It can also  
make you feel confident. AC Pro builds every furnace to deliver on 
both counts. From rugged construction to energy efficiency to fast 
installation, it’s the right choice to make every time.

INSIDE THE DESIGN OF AN AC PRO 
A802V FURNACE
EHXTM Technology
Engineered and built with EHX Technology, a patented design that eliminates the hot 
spots that can shorten furnace life. EHX Technology makes heat exchangers more 
durable, and with its advanced airflow system, more air contacts the heat exchanger 
surface area for greater heat exchange, enhancing efficiency and comfort.

Two-Stage Heating
Rather than being “all on” or “all off”, your furnace can adjust its heat output based on 
conditions inside and outside  your home. So you use less energy to maintain comfort.

Quiet Combustion TM Technology
Uses a smaller BTU input per burner for quieter start-up and operation while providing 
more even heat distribution

Precise Performance
Two-Stage heating keeps your heat steady and warm. Longer, gentler heat cycles run at 
low capacity during mild weather to save you fuel and money. The A802V automatically 
switches to full capacity to keep you warm on colder days.

Comfort Sync®-enabled Control Board
The A802V can continuously monitor internal  components for optimum performance 
and fault prevention. It can even work together with your Comfort Sync thermostat to 
notify you and your dealer if repairs or maintenance are needed.

Variable-Speed Blower
By changing the speed of airflow during startup, your furnace can adjust humidity levels 
and create more even temperatures throughout your home, while enhancing efficiency 
and reducing operating noise.

Dual-Fuel
This combination of gas furnace and an electric heat pump pairs two energy sources 
for the perfect balance of energy efficiency and comfort.

  * Savings versus less-efficient AFUE units
** Savings vary depending on use, geography lifestyle, 

maintenance, installation and other factors
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